hybrid drainage

Pumpfix F Komfort
Automatic backwater protection with over pumping. Protects a
building from internal flooding, maintaining continuous discharge for
all fixtures.
- Inline automatic non-return valve
- Over pumping function with macerator
- ABS & Polypropylene construction
- Waste water with sewage
- BSEN 13564 Type 3
- Max 3 l/s (10m3/h)
- 110, 160 & 200 ∅
Options:
- With recessed cover for on-site tiling and drain
- With black cover and drain

Wastewater Pipe / Chamber
Size
110
160
200

Code
24100		
24150		
24200		

Price
on tion
ca
appli

Functions
Normal Operation

Backwater Protection

Discharge of wastewater during
backwater

Wastewater freely flows from a building
by the force of gravity underneath fully
opened backwater flap

During times of backwater the first
optical probe senses the backwater and
activates the motor to close the flap

Wastewater from the building collecting
in the Pumpfix F body will be sensed
by a second optical probe which
activates the pump and discharges the
wastewater

SmartSelect
SmartSelect is an efficient tool for configuring,
designing and calculating drainage solutions. It
significantly reduces planning effort.
SmartSelect provides registered users with a
project management program which can be
used to request and edit saved projects.
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- Lifting station selection program
- Grease separator selection program
- Floor drain water proofing selection program
Call our sales team on 0800 975 7971 to
discover the added value of this free of charge
specification tool.
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hybrid drainage

Ecolift XL
The automatic backwater protection system for multiple properties, buildings with
multiple occupancy, and public / commercial premises.

Engineered Base
-

ABS & Polypropylene construction
Over pumping up to 17 l/s
Vortex pumps 1.4, 1.5, 3.0 and 4.5 kw
BSEN 13564 Type 3
Digital control with telemetry

-

Polypropylene construction
Various heights to 5m max
Ground water resistant to 3m max
600 or 800 ∅ opening
AL15, B & D glass covers

1. Engineering System Chamber for underground installation or in concrete slab

Available in a stainless steel class A/L15
(tileable or not tileable or in load classes
B and D

Upper section ∅800mm also available
as a version for installation in waterproof
concrete with flange and counterflange

Modular system with sectional chamber
components
Height: 250mm
Height: 500mm
Infinitely variable chamber depth
from 1500 - 5000mm

Easy to assemble due to the low weight
of the polymer chamber components

Vertically adjustable upper section
available with ∅600mm or ∅800mm
diameter with optional waterproofing
connection flange

3 spot-drilling areas for cable conduits or
ventilation connection

The new chamber allows simple and fully
watertight connections of the chamber
components
Buoyancy-protected honeycomb
structure, ideal for drilling up to
∅160mm, engineering chamber handles
groundwater depths up to 3000mm

2. Engineering System Base in combination with the engineering system chamber

Pneumatic level sensing and alarm
sensor offer twice the reliability
Pumps (Mono/Duo) in various capacity
classes
240V Single Phase - 1400:
- SPF 1400 S1 mode
- SQF 1400 S3 mode
400V Three Phase:
- SPF 1500 - 4500: S3 mode
- SPF 1500 - 4500: S1 mode

With safety lock to prevent accidental
closure

Presure outlet ∅80mm - Fitting with
integrated backwater preventer for
simple emptying of the pressure pipe.
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Up to 2 motor-driven valve systems for
maximum safety

All active components and the outlet
pressure pipe are sound decoupled from
the chamber.
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